Registration and Choice Filling in Special Rounds

Instructions for Registration and Choice Filling in Special Round
1. The candidates whose documents have been earlier verified will simply login, pay
registration and participation fee, and fill the choices.
2. The candidates who had earlier registered in the Regular Rounds can login with their
earlier credentials and proceed with the pre-filled form.
3. Fresh candidates can fill their form afresh. Such type of candidates will first enter the
GATE details, mobile number, and email ID. Then they will fill personal details,
qualification details, Address, Bank account details, etc. Then they can pay the fee
(participation +registration fee), and then fill the choices out of available choices shown.
4. Once the candidates lock the choices, they cannot edit them.
Refer section 7 of Information Brochure for details of Special Round.
Some FAQ on Special Rounds
1

During choice filling, will those choices be also visible to me in which there is no seat
vacant.
Yes. The choices will be available as per original seat matrix just like during first regular
round registration, irrespective of whether a seat has been occupied or not.

2

I have a confirmed seat of Regular Round-3 in my hand, I opted for participation in
Special Round, but now I do not want to switch over any programme. What should I
do?
The registration in Special Round is must for you, otherwise, you will lose the confirmed
seat also. Register for the Special Round during stipulated time period, pay the
registration and participation fee, and leave the choices blank. By following this
procedure, your earlier confirmed seat will be retained.

3

I have a confirmed seat of Regular Round-3 in my hand, I opted for participation in
Special Round but during Choice filling, I do not see my already confirmed seat in the
list.
For such candidates, the already confirmed seat has been removed from the available
choice list. By default, this confirmed seat will be treated as last filled choice.

4

I have a confirmed seat of Regular Round-3 in my hand, now I want to change my
category during registration in Special Round.
The change of category is not possible for such candidates.

5

My documents were verified in one of the earlier Regular Rounds, but I withdrew my
seat later. Can I participate now in the Special Rounds?
Yes, you can participate.

6

My documents were verified in one of the earlier Regular Rounds, but my seat was
cancelled, however, I was still eligible for further rounds. Can I participate in Special
Rounds?
Yes, you can participate.

7

My documents were verified in one of the earlier Regular Rounds, but my seat was
cancelled, and I became ineligible for further rounds. Can I participate in Special
Rounds?
No, since you do not satisfy the minimum eligibility criteria, you cannot participate.

8

My documents were verified in one of the earlier Regular Rounds, but I changed my
willingness to “Surrender and Participate in Next Round”, but later no seat was allotted
to me. Can I participate in Special Rounds?
Yes, you can participate.

9

If a new seat is allotted to me in Special Rounds, and I do not want that seat, can I
retain my previous seat?
No. Once a new seat is allotted, the candidate loses claim on his/her previous seat.

10

I have already opted during 17 to 19th August 2020 not to participate in the Special
Rounds, can I participate in the Special Rounds?
No. You have already chosen not to participate in the Special Rounds.

